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The innovative measurement technologies that we have developed at MySize help ecommerce companies and simplify the purchasing process for the clients. How? The
technologies that we developed, some of which are already patented, are based on
sophisticated algorithms able to transform any simple smartphone into a “measuring tape”
and to help any fashion and clothing website improve its selling process and offer clients
the item or product that best fits their size. However, during the process, we realized that
our technology could help generate true social change and contribute to the promotion of
a highly positive process for Plus Size women.
We learned, from discussions with Plus Size women, that the process of trying on and
purchasing clothing used to involve the “shame effect”. They were forced to endure
sneers as they entered stores dedicated to their size or when trying on clothing in busy
shops. In addition, hardly any clothes were designed for their size and even Plus Size
items were unsuitable. In some cases, women were forced to pay more for a larger size
of the same item, and the designs did not really compliment their figure.
We realized that we must penetrate this industry in order to help solve the size problem,
thus helping these women. It is worthy to note that this is a very large population and
among the most rapidly developing markets in the world; ~70% of women in the U.S.
alone currently purchase Plus Size clothing, and this figure is the same in many other
countries. Indeed, the proliferation of e-commerce and online shops have solved some
of these issues and helped many women, who can now order clothing from the comfort of
their homes. However, the shortage of sizes and designed clothing is still a problem.
We decided to do all that we can to help in an area that was left unattended for years. We
contacted companies and entities to address this market, aiming to help raise their
awareness to the problem. We collaborated with Susan Morris and Emme Aronson,
American fashion gurus for Plus Size women, we attended a panel on Plus Sizes at the
NY fashion week, we tried to encourage new designers to enter the field and to specially
design items for Plus Sizes and more.
We have decided to enter the Plus Size market, not only for business
considerations, but for emotional reasons as well. MySize’s senior management
consists of senior professionals in the fields of technology, entrepreneurship and
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innovation. Our technology transforms e-commerce on a daily basis and especially
reduces the problem that continues to challenge the world of e-commerce – i.e. “returns”,
caused by the fact that we do not see or try on the product before buying it, as compared
to shopping at a “physical” store. As such, the fashion and apparel industry and others,
suffer from a 30% return rate, where ~70% of the said returns are caused by incorrect
sizing. Of course, there are buyers who avoid online shopping from the start; for fear that
they will have to deal with product returns. We truly believe in making a change and we
now see many designers targeting this huge market segment, designing items to fit Plus
Size women. We hope that the trend will continue to grow and we are proud to be part of
it.
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